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SAG is the amount the shock compresses under 
your own body weight. Make sure you check your 
SAG with all your riding gear on (riding shoes, 
hydration pack, etc). 

The recommended SAG is 25% - 30%. Setting 
proper SAG is the only way to find the right spring 
rate for your shock/body weight. Refer to the chart 
below to find the proper SAG.

Step 1:  Setting SAG

SAG RANGE

MORE SAG- MORE PLUSH
LESS SAG- MORE SUPPORT

1. Do not ride your bicycle if any one of the following test criteria is not passed! Riding your bike 
without eliminating any defect or carrying out the necessary adjustments can result in an accident, 
serious injury or even death. 

2. Do you notice any cracks, dents, bent or tarnished parts of your shock or any other part of your 
bicycle? If so, please contact a trained and qualified bicycle mechanic to check your fork and/or 
complete bike.

3. Do you notice any oil leaking out of your shock? If so, please consult a trained and qualified 
bicycle mechanic to check your shock or bike.

4. Make sure your brakes are properly installed/adjusted and work appropriately. This also applies 
to every other part of your bike like handlebars, pedals, crank arms, seat post, saddle, etc. 

5. Check the cable length and routing of your components. Make sure they do not interfere with 
your steering actions or full compression and extension of your shock.

6. Check your shock hardware. If excessive play is present, you may need a new set or a size 
correction.

7. Make sure all of your adjusters on the shock are working properly. If an adjuster becomes stuck, 
DO NOT use any tools to force it. Please consult a qualified suspension service center or DVO 
directly for help.

Pre-Ride Check
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Adjusting your preload is a quick way to make 
slight increases or decreases to your SAG.

Rotating the coil spring clockwise will decrease 
your SAG, rotating the coil spring counter 
clock-wise will increase your SAG.

To make preload adjustments, rotate the upper 
spring collar (1.) to the desired direction until the 
achieved amount of preload is met. Make sure 
there is enough tension on the spring so it is not 
loose or rattling.

Step 2:  Adjusting Preload
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Three settings to conquer any terrain? Damn right. 
We went through countless tunes to land on the most 
versatile “on the fly” compression adjustment ever. 
The “Open” setting provides incredible trophy truck 
like performance, a middle position or our “support” 
setting for unmatched stability to counter rider input, 
and a firm position which is damn firm! Amazing for 
those grueling fire-road type steep climbs.

Step 3:  T3 Compression

Trail Style T3 Compression Setting

OPEN MID FIRM

Rough DH PLUSH
Smooth DH SUPPORTIVE

Technical Climb SUPPORTIVE FIRM
Smooth Climb FIRM

Sandy DH PLUSH SUPPORTIVE
Sandy Climb SUPPORTIVE FIRM

Mud DH PLUSH SUPPORTIVE
Mud Climb SUPPORTIVE FIRM
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Bladder Pressure Range: 
170-200psi

Rebound controls the speed at which the shock 
extends after compression. 
Rebound damping control is relative to the coil 
spring weight.

Higher spring rates requires more rebound 
damping. Lower spring rates will require less 
rebound damping so please adjust accordingly. 

Rebound settings will vary greatly on bike design, trail conditions, and rider preference. It’s best to 
start with the rebound adjuster in the closed setting (full clockwise) and adjust out in two-click 
increments. 

Step 4:  Rebound Adjust
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The bladder is located in the external reservoir of your shock. This can be accessed by removing the 
green air cap. Use a suspension pump to routinely check your pressure or make pressure changes. 

Note: When initially checking pressure, it will read low because the air has to fill the hose of the 
pump for the gauge to give a reading.

If the shock is making a “squishy” or “aerated” sound, it might be a sign of a low bladder pressure. 
Re-inflate the bladder and see if the noise goes away. If not, it's a key indicator your shock needs a 
service.

Bladders are located in the reservoir of the rear shock and take the place of a traditional IFP or 
internal floating piston. They both have the same purpose but completely different ways of executing 
it. That purpose is to separate the air from the oil. A bladder is basically a balloon which is filled with 
air and seated to the end cap. The bladder is charged with a high PSI to push back against the oil 
which creates pressure in the system. As the shock is compressed, oil flows through the system and 
starts to compress the bladder. 

Step 5:  Bladder Adjust

What are bladders in shocks and how do they work?Some quick tips-
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Tuning Notes:


